P.E Report 2018-19
Government funding
The Sports Premium Funding the school receives is around £18000 a year. This money must be spent
on things that will have an impact in the school and help children with their physical development.
We have decided to spend the money in the following ways membership towards NHSSP, updating
club and curriculum sports such as table tennis, speed stacks, cricket, football and basketball as well
as subsiding some sports club fees.
P.E Curriculum
The P.E curriculum allows children to access the full range of different sports from the following
areas net and wall, gym and dance, invasion, striking and fielding and outdoor and adventurous
actives. Over the children’s time at Pixmore they will have the opportunity to play and take part in
different sports from these areas. You will notice that our curriculum map is on our website as well
as other important documents as this is now a government requirement.
Sports Clubs
We offer a large range of different sports clubs during school hours before school, lunch time and
after school. Throughout the year the clubs change due to different competitions and seasonal
sports. Some clubs support the school teams but most of our clubs provide opportunity for children.
These clubs are important to the children at Pixmore as they love sport and enjoy the clubs we run
which is proven by the amount of children we have taking part in the clubs.
P.E equipment and resources
As a school we are very lucky to have lots of good P.E resources which we have built up over the last
few years. The school has different interactive resource to help teach most sports such as help cards,
question cards and video clips. Plus a great outdoor area playing fields and playgrounds to support
forest schools and orienteering.
Assessment
Assessment tracks their progress in all areas of P.E and helps put children forward for clubs and
school teams. Assessment in P.E is in line with the new curriculum and what I would expect the
children to be doing/achieving in PE at Pixmore. This is an easier way to keep P.E in line with other
subjects and help me identify children’s stretches and weaknesses.
Events
The school enters every sporting event available and have now become a host school. This means
we host local schools at different sports, this adds more fixtures to the calendar but it also allows
more children to represent the school. Over the last few years we have been very successful in the
local tournaments making Pixmore a school known in the local area as a “sporty school” (which
make me very proud)

Already this term we have sent teams to the following events:
Football host nights for A, B and C teams
We have hosted The Pix Cup
The Letchworth and Baldock Football League Cup
Played in netball host nights A and B teams
Entered the local netball tournament
Olympic legacy event
Girl’s football host nights A and B teams
Tag Rugby festival A and B teams
Rapid fire cricket competition
Basketball competition
Boccia competition
By sending teams to these types of events we have increase the amount of children taking part in
sport but the children have been confident (at their level) and excited to represent the school as it is
a real honour to represent Pixmore.
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